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32- [NG10].

64-bit [NG10].
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[SZR06]. Cache-Friendly [PP06]. cache-oblivious [BFV08]. cached
[San00]. caches [LL96, WACV02]. Caching [Lib01]. Candidate [LS15].
capacity [CGM’98]. Cardinality [DW15, CKLM09]. case
[BKS00, ERS99, LRAM06, Li08, SWW00]. center [LNW08]. CGAL
[FHH’00, HH08]. checkpointing [BA06]. chordal [PPR05]. chromatic
[HH02]. class [SOS05]. class/teacher [SOS05]. clique [GGHN08]. Cliques
[ELS13]. closest [Epp00]. Closure [FMZ01, KZ08, PP06]. cluster [MSM09].
ClusterHulls [HSS08]. Clustering
[GKW15, Ano08, Epp00, GMS+13, RN11]. CNF [IKM+02]. Coarsening
[SSS15]. coloring [CEM13, MPR04, PPR05]. Column [AB15, CGM09].
Combining [BDS’10, HSWW05, GMS+13, NR00]. common [BGL03].
communication [BHJ96]. Compact [NPV15]. Comparative [Boy11].
Comparing [NG10]. comparison [DL10, Mic11]. comparisons [ES02].
Complexity [dSLAM05]. Compressed
[GO13, GNF15, GO15, AN10, VMGD09]. Compression [MRS01, LOMSS05].
Computation [DHL009, KLC15, GO13, WWZ05]. computational
[CGM’98, JMN99, MHS00]. computationally [HLL06]. computations
[BSWW04, HSWW05]. Computing
[LNW08, SSMJ99, Sh100, WEM11, HTVV08]. concept [Ner02].
concurrently [YZ08]. congestion [PS06, WsdC00]. Congress [HRSZ98].
Connectivity [IKRT01]. conscious [FPR09, SZ04]. consideration
[NTB05]. constants [TMH11]. Constrained
[DPW15, GKW15, CEM13, TRC11]. Constraint [DW15, UI10].
construction [BKS00, DKMS08]. contact [LJS+06]. containers [WWZ05].
contraction [BGVS13]. controller [BMS09]. convex [BLLW13].
cooperative [Ner02]. coordinated [BA06]. coordinates [BSWW04].
copying [SZR06]. core [KCC11, KMY03]. core-sets [KMY03].
Correspondence [CS00]. Correspondence-based [CS00]. cost [HTVV08].
costs [ADGM06]. couples [BIS11]. cover [DL10, FT06, GGHN08].
covering [ECHS09, FT06]. covers [HLL06]. critical [HH02]. Crossing
[SBG01, CGM09, CGMW10]. crossings [DF01]. curves [HW11]. cutting
[Lev00]. cycle [MM06]. cycles [DF01].

D [LMMM05]. Data [FPGI13, GGHN08, MRS01, Rea12, CS00, ERS99,
HSS08, IGA05, MS02, NG10, NAH04, TPT+11, VH02]. datapath
dSLAM05]. Dealing [TMH11]. decomposition [GS08]. Decompositions
[GO15, NZ01]. Delaunay [KCC11]. delay [CEM13]. deliver [ECHS09].
Dependent [KLC15, BGVS13]. Design
[CKM00, GK01, BMS09, FHH’00, MHS99]. deterministic [HJB98].
diameter [Jul09]. dictionaries [FPGI13]. Dictionary
[MRS01, Boy11, DHW08]. Dictionary-Based [MRS01]. different
[CMP+08]. difficult [Spe10]. Dijkstra [BDS+10, MSS+06, SWW00].
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'Easy [FMRT02]. edge [EJ02, GRST12, MPR04, TRC11]. edge-coloring [MPR04]. edge-disjoint [EJ02]. editor [FH11]. Editorial [Kla15]. Effective [KCC11]. effects [RR00]. Efficient [ATV01, AB15, EJ99, GO13, KLC15, MNNW15, PF08, PSWZ08, WACV02, ADT03, ECHS09, HH11, MP08, NTB05, PSS09, SOS05, SZ05, SR06, WWZ05, YZ98]. efficiently [Kim09, Shi00]. Einstein [AON15]. elevation [WEM11]. empirical [AC97, BIS11, SWW00]. enclosing [KMY03]. ended [CS00]. energy [FNP06]. Engineering [Ano08, BFV08, HSW08, HSW\textsuperscript{+}09, MNNW15, SW10, VMGD09, BKS00, TMH11]. enhanced [ERS99]. enough [DT09]. enumerating [CEM13]. equilibria [PS06]. equilibrium [CMP\textsuperscript{+}08]. estimating [LJS\textsuperscript{+}06]. Evaluation [ERW09, NW13, SBG01, Ano08, CGG\textsuperscript{+}09, HJJ98, LRAM06, Li08, dSLAM05].
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grams [STK06]. Graph [GKW15, SSS15, ACh97, Ano08, BSTU08, GMS+13, NTB05, PCJ97].

graphics [CT09]. Graphs [AB15, ELS13, ADGM06, HH02, HSW08, HH11, MS02, MSS+06, NPS+11, PK06, PPR05, TRC11]. GRASP [FPPR06].


heap [BKS00]. heap [ES02]. Heuristic [LMS10, BP97, FNP06, LMMM05, SOS05, dSLAM05]. Heuristics [BW02, IJS+06, SBG01, BBJP08, CMM00, FMRT02, Jul09, NTB05]. hidden [TMH11]. Hierarchical [NW13, BID+10, Epp00]. hierarchies [BGSV13].


hypertree [GS08].

I/O [ATV01, ADT03]. I/O-Ecient [ATV01, ADT03]. Implementation [EJ02, MS02, Rad98, CMM00, DHW08, EJ99, FHH+00, HH11, VMGD09].

implementations [PP06]. Implementing [AN09, DK05, ES02, MM06, MHS99, MHS00]. improved [KM13a]. Improving [DM05, XZK00, NAH04]. in-place [SW10]. in-subtree [Rad98].


insights [MHS00]. instruction [VV00]. integer [BJH96, BLWL13, NG10]. Integrating [BA06]. interactive [LMMM05]. Intersection [AB15, BLOLS09]. interval [CEM13, PPR05]. intervals [Knu96].


JE A [Nik06].

key [GL06]. keys [NG10]. Kidney [MO15]. knapsack [DS13].

labeling [BLMM05]. Large [ELS13, IM09, SZ04, TMH11, VH02]. lattice [BW02]. Layer [CGMW10]. Layer-free [CGMW10]. layered [IJS+06].

layering [NTB05]. layout [NAH04]. LCP [GO13]. LCP-values [GO13]. learning [BGL03, Ner02]. least [HTV08]. least-cost-path [HTV08].

leftist [CS98]. Lempel [AN09]. library [BK10]. lifetime [EKX09]. Limited [PU11]. line [SWW00]. linear [PET03, SRB08]. lines [ECH09].

list [LG02, VV00]. Listing [ELS13]. Lists [PPR09, CS98]. Local [AW90, CW90, IKM+02, RN11]. locality [NAH04]. localization [LRAM06].

Locally [GNF15]. location [ATD03, HH08, VH02]. Lock [YZ98]. longer
maintenance [BS99]. manifold [DFKM09]. manufacturing [IJS+06].
mapping [KM13a]. maps [FHH+00]. market [CMP+08]. massive
[HTVW08]. Matching
[AB15, BSTU08, BIS11, BFK+03, CGM+98, FN04, HFN05, Kim99, KM13b,
LMS10, Mag98, Mic11, MHS99, MHS00, NR00, STK06]. matchings
[FMRT02, IM09, MS02]. Matrix [ERS99]. matroid [DHL09]. max
[PPR05, BP97]. max-coloring [PPR05]. MAX-SAT [BP97]. maxima
[WEM11]. Maximal [ELS13]. maximization [Li08]. maximum
[FMRT02, NPS+11]. MAXSAT [FPPR06]. Maxwell [AON15]. means
[HH02]. mechanisms [BA06]. Median [NW13]. memetic [BS99]. Memory
[RR01, BBJP08, BCFM00, DKMS08, FPGI13, San00, XZK00]. merging
[dSLAM05]. mesh [KCC11]. methods [Boy11, HNR+99]. metric
[BLMM05, DT09, FCNP09]. minimal [BBPV11]. Minimization
[SBG01, CGM90, CGMW10]. minimizing [DF01]. Minimum
[BGSV13, NZ01, DT09, FNP06, Jul09, KMY03, MM06, NTB05, Pet03, WSdC06],
minimum-weight [DT09]. minimum-width [NTB05]. mixed [BLLW13].
mixed-integer [BLLW13]. Modal [KLC15]. Model [JM15]. modeling
[BKL00]. models [PSWZ08, Ano08]. modified [CS98]. modularity
[GMS+11, RN11]. molecular [BKL00]. monotone [BBPV11]. motivate
[HH11]. Motorcycle [HH11]. move [CKM00]. move-based [CKM00]. MST
[FNP06]. much [DFKM09]. Multi [KLC15, VV00]. Multi-Modal [KLC15].
multi-threaded [VV00]. multicast [GL06]. multicriteria [DHL09]. multidimensional
[DM05]. Multilevel [RN11, SRB08, HSW08]. Multimodal [DPW15]. Multipattern [STK06]. multiple
[FN04, HFN05, KM13b, TRC11]. multiplication [ERS99].
naming [KM13a]. Nash [PS06]. national [BS99]. Network [GK01].
Network-Flow-Based [GK01]. Networks
[KLC15, LS15, ADGW13, BSWW04, EJ99, JMN99, LRAM06, Li08]. node
[BSWW04]. nodes [NTB05]. nonlinear [BLLW13]. number [HH02].
umerical [LRAM06].

O-Efficient [ATV01, ADT03]. oblivious [BFV08]. Obtaining
[SWW00]. one [DT09, FMRT02]. online [AS02, ERW09, KM13b, Li08]. operations
[Rad98]. optical [Li08]. Optimal [Hof13, BMS09, CKLM09, EJ99, FN04].
optimization [BLLW13, DHL09]. order [LOMSS05]. order-preserving
[LOMSS05]. ordering [SRB08]. other [Epp00]. out-of-core [KCC11].
overlay [HSW08].

packing [BBJP08, LMMM05]. Paging [MNNW15]. Pair [NZ01]. Paired
[MO15]. pairs [Epp00, VSM03]. Papers [DT08, MW09, SÁ09]. parallel

synchronization [BA06]. Systems [Lib01, PSWZ08, dSLAM05].

table [AZ10, PF08]. Tabu [SOS05]. takes [DFKM09]. technique [BLMM05]. techniques [BDS+10, FT06, HSWW05, KM13a, NAH04].

Terracost [HTVW08]. terrain [LNW08]. Terrains [ATV01, HTVW08]. test [FT06]. test-cover [FT06]. text [AN10, BLOLS09]. Theory [BBPV11].

threaded [VV00]. three [SSMJ99]. three-dimensional [SSMJ99]. threshold [BSTU08]. throughput [Li08]. Time [KLC15, BGSV13].

Time-Dependent [KLC15, BGSV13]. times [BGSV13]. timetable [PSWZ08]. timetabling [SOS05]. Tool [GD15]. topological [PK06].

tournaments [CW09]. traffic [BMS09]. Transitive [FMZ01, KZ08, PP06]. Translation [JM15]. transport [SWW00]. transportation [BSW04, JMN99, PSWZ08]. travel [BGSV13]. traveling [FMRT02].

Treat [SBG01]. Tree [TMH11, DT09, EJ99, HNR+99, Jul09, VMGD09]. Trees [NZ01, ADT03, CKLM09, CS98, EJ02, GO13, HW11, NR08, PF08, Rad98, TW09, WSDC00].

trie [AZ10]. Tries [GO15, SZ04, SZ05]. true [SMEDM08]. TSP [DT09, Lev00]. two [KM13b, SMEDM08]. two-dimensional [KM13b]. Twol [GT04]. Twol-amalgamated [GT04].


unweighted [EJ02]. upward [CGMW10]. User [DPW15].

User-Constrained [DPW15]. Using [SZ05, ADT03, BKL00, CGM09, DM05, HSS08, IKM+02, Kim99, KCC11, KM13b, KMY03, LOMSS05, MSM09, SR06, TRC11, WACV02]. utilization [ERS99].

values [GO13]. vector [Ull10]. vectorization [IKM+02]. versatile [MP08].

vertex [DL10]. via [Hof13, NZ01, PF08]. Virtual [JM15]. VLSI [CKM00].

wavelength [EJ99, Li08]. WDM [Li08]. WEA [SÁ09]. Weight [CS98, DT09]. Weight-biased [CS98]. weighted [EJ02, FPPR06, LNW08, MS02, MHS99, MHS00, PS06]. weights [ADGM06].


XMT [VV00].

Ziv [AN10]. Ziv-based [AN10].
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